Modeling at Project Space
106 Talent Ave #5
Thank you for you hard work!
Pay: $15 an hour for portrait or unclothed modeling which is standard for the
area. We pay by check once a month, given on your final day of modeling for
the month.
Photographs: Sometimes artists will request photos. This is entirely your
choice. You do not have to say yes. You can charge for photos. Typically
models charge $5 per photo taken with the strict understanding it is for
reference only.
Promptness: Please show up on time – be able to be on stage at your call time.
If the class is 10 – 1:00, be undressed, ready to go at 10. If there is an
emergency call or text Sarah 541-621-7767 ASAP. No call/no shows won’t be
booked at Project Space again -- and we talk amongst the other art groups, so
it can affect your ability to book other art modeling gigs too.
Clothing: Bring a robe, shorts or something to put on during breaks. Thanks!
And please be respectful of the neighbors outside, don’t wander around outside
naked or barely dressed.
Physical Preparation: Modeling is physically challenging. Be hydrated, eat
breakfast etc. Don’t get super baked and model. That’s really, really, really
annoying. Please be sober and clear-headed.
Hygeine: If you’re an infrequent bather, please make your weekly shower
happen right before you come model. Our studio is small and we keep it warm
for you. We don’t want to be rude and typically won’t say anything, so please
keep the B.O. to a minimum. J
Also, please don’t put bare buns onto furniture. I have throw cloths that are
laundered for each model. Please sit on these. Some models like to bring their
own towel to sit on and that’s totally fine.
Menstural Cycles – if you prefer to wear underwear during your cycle, no
problem.
Gestures or Short Poses: 2 – 20 minutes for each pose. Keep these fresh,
athletic, dynamic. Be inspired to perform.
Long Pose: Same pose for extended periods of time. 20 minutes posing, then 5
minutes break, back to 20 minutes posing, 5 min break etc. With one long
break mid-way through.

Timer: Please be prepared to run a timer. Most models use their phone timer or
bring a kitchen type timer. If you absolutely don’t have one, we can time for
you, but most of the pros all bring their own. Time the breaks also. When the
timer goes off from break, immediately return to the pose. We artists will follow
your lead.
Talking: No chatting while modeling. Occasionally there will be banter and chitchat, and that’s kind-of okay. Unless you get the distinct vibe that it’s a super
chill day, keep it professional and focused.
Temperature : If you’re modeling and the temperature becomes unbearable,
whether too hot or cold, let the moderator know right away.
Fainting: If you’re in a long, standing pose, models can faint (rare, but real). If
you feel suddenly dizzy, sick to your stomach or faint, immediately sit down and
tell us.
If you’re brand new to modeling, welcome! We appreciate you so much and will
work hard to help you learn what poses can be sustained. We like
challenging and dynamic poses that you can actually hold and get back into
break after break.
All that being said – we truly value your hard work. You inspire us and we are
grateful.

